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Capital's Changed Tune
The present unemployment of millions of men

affords a striking instance of the folly of the
workers falling into step to the varying tunes
played by capitalism's spokesmen. It was only a
few weeks ago that every politician, including the
President-elec- t, as well as other nostrum peddlers
were telling the workers that INCREASED PRO-

DUCTION was the sole hope of humanity. They
bewailed in tear wringing tones the disinteredness
f the worker in turning out a huge product every

day. They cited the terrible consequences to fol-

low unless the workers speeded up production.
More production, more production was the whole
burden of their song.

Now, all this has changed. Now they are sabot-agein- g

production. They refuse to allow produc-

tion to proceed. They have closed and locked tin
factory doors. However willing or anxious workers
may desire to produce, however needful it be that
workers do produce in order to earn wages with
which to live, they are not allowed to
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work. They are locked out. They are
denied the right to live by honest toil. They are
denied the right to produce the necessities of life
for themselves and families. The bosses are on
strike against the workers. It is THEY who now
refuse to produce.

From "more production" their tune has chang-

ed to "no production". If the workers had followed

the bosses' advice and broken their backs to turn
out more product, it would have meant an earlier
closing of factories, more hunger and privation
for them. Workers ought to see in this sabotage-in- g

of production by the bosses that it is always
against the workers' interests that the bosses
agitate. 'Whether their demand is for more pro-

duction or no proudction it is aimed at the work-

ers. What they intend, is never under any cir-

cumstances expected to benefit the workers, but
only to enslave them more securely, to exploit
them more deeply and to keep them in merciless
and helpless subjection.

Whatever sqng the capitalists sing, be sure it is
a song of triumph over the prostrate worker. It
is high time workers began to see the lesson in
this present unemployment period. If it lasts as
long as is indicated at present, the lesson will be
forced into their skulls in spite of their uwilling-nes-s

to learn.

The Union Label
Unionized printers presume to be very par-

ticular about the union label appearing upon the
publications THEY print. To hear them scoff in
scornful tones at some workingclass propaganda
appearing without the label, one would think
they were 33rd degree unionists who could never ,
be prevailed upon to drag in the mire any sacred
principle of unionism.

But it is mostly noise. A glance at the publica-

tions, monthly, weekly, daily, convinces that the
printing trades are very short sighted in their
union policies. Whatever publication one picks up
he is confronted with the Open Shop propaganda.
Every avenue of public information is being car-

peted with this capitalist propaganda. And an
immense part of it is the work of unionized
printers. Union operators man the linotypes, union
stone men make up the forms, union pressmen
operate the presses and union news boys peddle


